A simple molecular model of chiral molecules is presented in this paper : the chiral dipolar hard sphere model. The discriminatory interaction between enantiomers is represented by electrostatic (or magnetic) dipoles-dipoles interactions : short ranged steric repulsion are represented by hard sphere potential and, in each molecule, two point dipoles are located inside the sphere. The model is described in detail and some of its elementary properties are given ; in particular, it is shown that the that the knowledge of only three multipole spherical components (namely : Q 10 , Q 21 and Q 22 ) allows to compute all multipole spherical components of the model. Despite, the simplicity of the model, it is shown also that the energy landscape of the interaction between two enantiomers is quite rich, this renders systems of chiral dipolar hard sphere very interesting and complicated to study.
Introduction
Chirality is used to describe a lack of symmetry in compounds : it refers to objects, molecules or structures that are not superposable on their mirror image. The separation of the two optical active forms of the tartaric acid, based on the observation of the symmetry of crystals by Pasteur in 1847, has been a major step in the understanding of optical properties of crystals and liquids [1] . Later, in 1884, Kelvin introduced the term chirality, but it has been extensively and systematically used only eighty years later with the introduction of the Cahn-Ingold-Prelog priority rules [2] . Since Arago, Biot and Pasteur, the ideas and concepts on optical activity of substances and on chirality have had and still have a lot of applications in chemistry, biology and physics. In chemistry and biochemistry, chirality is an important tool in stereochemistry and for the determination of the functions of molecules. The interactions between biological molecules are frequently a consequence of the chiral interactions between them. For instance, as first noted by Pasteur, the two forms of asparagine (dextro and levo) tasted differently ; it was found later that this is a frequent property the two optical active forms of amino acids, because of the chiral structure of the taste bud receptor site (several others interesting examples may be found in [3] ). The helical structures of DNA, RNA, proteins, etc. are also important to permit biological recognition and interactions between biological structures [4, 5] . In condensed matter physics many properties depend on the chirality of constituants or structures. More specifically, in liquid crystal physics, many phases as cholesteric, some smectics phases (S * A , S * C , etc.) and blue phases possess an optical rotatory power [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] ; in most cases, a helical arrangement of the molecules is responsible for this property. Obviously, these properties are of a particular interest for technological applications. It is not necessary for the molecules to be chiral to observe chiral liquid crystal phases [10, 13, 14] ; however, some particular phases, such as the ferroelectric smectic-C * phase, may be observed only when some chiral molecules are present in the sample (see section 5.10 of ref. [9] and refs. [15, 16, 17] ).
To describe the optical activity of liquids and solids, and the discriminatory interaction between chiral molecules several molecular models have been built. Among the most known are Kuhn models that are based on coupled-oscillators arranged on an asymmetric tetrahedron [18, 19] , the optical activity tensor or gyration polarizability may be computed in these models [20, 21, 22] . Models based on chirality of helix have also been used [21, 23, 24] . These helical models are important for the study of the properties of carbon nanotubes [25, 26, 27] and biological macromolecules [4, 28, 29] . For the study of chirality in fluids and solids, the discriminatory interactions between enantiomers are important too [3] . The difference in the interaction between enantiomeric molecules may have several origins, it may stems from steric, electrostatic, magnetic or dispersion interactions [3, 31, 32] . These chirodiastaltic interactions [30] are responsible for some differences in thermodynamical and structural properties between enantiopure systems (homochiral systems -systems that are composed with exclusively one enantiomer) and racemic systems (systems composed in equal proportions of the two enantiomers). For instance, the melting point of crystals of the enantiomeric pure (+)-tartaric acid is 170 o C, while, for the racemic crystals, the melting temperature is 204 − 6 o C. Some differences are also reported for boiling points, but since the chirodiastaltic interactions are quite small in general, these difference in boiling points are small and do not occur systematically. In liquid crystals, the phase diagrams depend also on the fractional concentrations of enantiomers [33] . Several simple molecular models have been proposed and used to study the thermodynamical and structural properties of fluids and solids of chiral molecules in computer simulations and integral equation theories. In these simple molecular models, the chirodiastaltic interactions are represented either via steric interactions [34, 35, 36, 37, 38] or electrostatic interactions [39, 40, 41, 42] ; a chiral Gay-Berne model has also been built [43] . In the present work, we describe another simple model of chiral molecules, the chiral dipolar hard sphere model. In this model, the chirodiastaltic interactions is represented by electrostatic (or magnetic) dipoles-dipoles interactions, it consists of hard sphere with two point dipoles located inside the molecule. As shown by Craig and coworkers, electrostatic interactions between enantiomers may be discriminatory at most if the dipole-quadrupole interaction between two enantiomers differs [3, 44, 45] ; this implies that if the quadrupole moment of the two form of enantiomers differs then the interaction may be discriminatory. Therefore, a chiral model based on electrostatic interactions must have at least four point electric charges arranged on an asymmetric tetrahedron geometry, as the models in refs. [39, 40, 41, 42] , two non-colinear point dipoles [46] or one quadrupole with no planar symmetry [44] . The present paper is organised as follow. In section 2, we describe the model of chiral dipolar hard sphere in detail and give some of its elementary properties. More precisely, in section 2.1, we define the model, the nomenclature, its pertinent parameters and we compute all its multipole moments ; it is shown that the knowledge of only three multipole spherical components (namely : Q 10 , Q 21 and Q 22 ) allows to compute all multipole spherical components of the model. The knowledge of all multipole moments is important in the definition of the model and in the determination of its electrical properties and also, in view of the determination of the optical activity of the model, for the computation of multipole-multipole polarizabilities [3, 19, 44, 45, 47, 48, 49, 50] . In section 2.2, we compute interaction energies between two enantiomers in some particular configurations ; it is shown that, despite the simplicity of the molecular model, the energy landscape of the interaction between two enantiomers is quite complicated. In section 3, we report some preliminary results of Monte Carlo simulations performed in the canonical (N V T ) and isobaric (N P T ) ensembles ; in these computations, all dipole-dipole interactions between molecules are explicitly taken into account by using the Ewald method for dipolar interactions [51] . The paper ends with a discussion on the perspectives that this model offers to the study of chiral fluids and solids. For completeness, in appendix A, we give general formulas for the computation of multipole moments for any dipole distribution. Last, but not least, this paper is dedicaded to my colleague Jean-Jacques Weis.
2.
Elementary properties of chiral dipolar hard sphere model.
In this section, we describe the chiral dipolar hard sphere model and we give some of its elementary properties. The subsection 2.1 is devoted to the definition of the model and to the computation of the multipole moments due to the two permanent dipoles moments ; all multipole moments are computed with the center of the sphere taken as origin. In subsection 2.2, we compute interaction energies between two enantiomers for few particular configurations ; in this subsection, a particular attention is pay to the chirodiastaltic interactions for colinear aligned total dipole moments and antiparallel dipole moment configurations. The discriminatory interaction energies are often computed by using the multipole expansion [3, 22, 24, 39, 41, 44, 47, 49, 50] ; thus, to facilitate the comparison with these works, the discriminatory interaction energies between chiral dipolar hard sphere have also been computed analytically by using the multipole expansion when the distance between both enantiomers is large in comparison to their diameter. However, if both enantiomers are at contact or if the distance between them is too small to use with accuracy the multipole expansion, then the interaction energies must be computed by summing all dipole-dipole interactions ; it is done so in subsection 2.2 for all configurations at contact and in section in all Monte-Carlo computations done with the Ewald method.
Definition of the model and its multipole moments.
The Chiral Dipolar Hard Sphere model consist of hard spheres of diameter σ with two point dipoles µ 1 and µ 2 located at points O 1 and O 2 inside the sphere. We define the molecular axisû of a chiral dipolar hard sphere as O 1 O 2 = 2Lû with 2L < σ. The dipoles µ 1 and µ 2 are chosen such that µ a .û = 0 and we set
where the parameters α ∈ [−π, π] and 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 define the second dipole µ 2 from the dipole µ 1 and the axisû. We name Rectus (R-) bidipolar hard sphere (R α -HS) for 0 < α < π and Sinister (S-) bidipolar hard sphere (S α -HS) for −π < α < 0 (see figure 1 ). In this nomenclature, it is clear that R (−α) -HS ≡ S α -HS ; molecules R α -HS and S α -HS are enantiomers. Chiral parameters or chiral indices have been introduced to give a quantitative measure of the chirality of a molecule [20, 54] . In particular, A.B. Harris and co-workers [54] have defined chiral parameters as pseudoscalars constructed from the structure of molecules described via the representation theory of the threedimensional rotation group O(3) ; they have also related chiral parameters to the cholesteric pitch of generic liquid crystal models. For the chiral dipolar hard sphere model, we may defined a pseudoscalar from the three vectorsû, µ 1 and µ 2 as
and take χ as the chiral parameter of this model ; we have χ(S α − HS) = −χ(R α − HS). If χ = 0, then both enantiomers are equivalent and the bidipolar hard sphere model is achiral. This occurs if one of the following conditions is verified : (a) L = 0, then both point dipoles are located at the center of the sphere and the model reduces to the dipolar hard sphere model ; (b) λ = 0, in this case, there is only one point dipole in the molecule and (c) sin α = 0 then the dipoles and the molecular axis are all in the same plane which is a plane of symmetry for the molecule.
A physical interpretation to | χ * |= 1 is less obvious ; to obtain | χ * |= 1 one needs to have λ = 1, thus a symmetry is restored and then the chirality is perhaps less marked for these particular cases with λ = 1 (for instance, see below subsection 2.2 and Fig.7) . A trivial interpretation of values | χ * |= 1 would be to say that for these value a maximum discrimination is achieved ; however, this is perhaps not fully correct.
We define the molecule-fixed local frame as 2)). Enantiomers Rα-HS and Sα-HS have equal spherical components when an even symmetry occurs, that is to say for P and Q 21 . One may note that for λ = 1 one has Q 21 = 0. where P is the total dipole of the molecule. In this molecule-fixed frame, the projections of the dipoles onto the frame axis are given by
It is worthwhile to note that the total dipole of enantiomers R α -HS and S α -HS in the molecule-fixed frame are the same, we have P (R α -HS) ≡ P (S α -HS). One should note also that P = 0 can be obtained only if λ = 1 and α = π, then χ = 0 and the model is achiral ; thus, all chiral bi-dipolar hard sphere have a non-zero net total dipole. The dipole distribution of the chiral hard sphere may be written as
and from multipole expansion for any dipolar distribution (see appendix A), the cartesian components of the quadrupole moment are given by
and spherical components by
For enantiomers, we have
HS). The magnitude of the quadrupole is [53]
Obviously, one hasQ 2 2 (R α -HS) =Q 2 2 (S α -HS). In Eq. (8), it might be surprising to findQ 2 2 = 0 for λ = 0, since there is only a single dipole in the hard sphere in these cases. This stems from dependence on the choice of the origin in the computation of the quadrupole (the single dipole is shifted by −Lû from the center of the hard sphere -see also ref. [53] , p.69). This origin dependence highlight the fact that when setting λ = 0, the chiral bidipolar hard sphere model do not reduce to the classical dipolar hard sphere model. On Figs.(2-3), we show the dipole and quadrupole components as functions of the chiral parameter χ and angle α ; on these representations, the influence of chirality is related to odd or even properties of the function. As shown on Fig.2-3 , a difference between enantiomers R α and S α is found only in Q 22 .
The spherical components of the octopole are given by
and its magnitude iŝ
It is apparent also on Eqs.(9-10) that the octopole moments are the same for both enantiomers. More generally, by using Eq. (5) and the definition of the spherical component of multipoles Eq.(A4), we found
and, for 0 ≤ m ≤ l − 1, we have
therefore, only one of the two contributions in the right handed side of Eq. (12) gives Q lm . From this computation, we see that all spherical components can be computed only from Q 10 , Q 21 and Q 22 ; more precisely, from Eqs. (11) (12) , we have
Since R (−α) -HS ≡ S α -HS, we have
thus, all spherical components of multipoles of enantiomers R α -HS and S α -HS are equal, but those with l and m even and m = 0. It is worthwhile to note that Q lm is proportional to only one of the three components Q 10 , Q 21 or Q 22 , because of Eq. (13). Eq. (14) shows that the behavior of all components of multipoles are given (up to a numerical multiplicative factor) by (14) all components of the multipoles dependent only on the three components Q 10 , Q 21 or Q 22 , therefore it is advantageous to define the three reduced geometrical parameters χ * , P * and r * as
Interaction energies between two enantiomers.
The interaction energy between two enantiomers can be computed in two ways. First, by summing up all interaction energies due to dipole-dipole interactions and/or, second, by using the multipole expansion. In the next section, we give some preliminary numerical results obtained with Monte Carlo Metropolis sampling of the phase space ; in these computations, all dipole-dipole interactions are taken into account explicitely and long ranged interactions are computed with the Ewald method [51, 55] .
In the present subsection, we give some analytical results for the interaction energy between two enantiomers by using the multipole expansion when r ≫ σ > 2L and we give also some analytical and numerical results obtained by computing explicitly all dipole-dipole interactions between two enantiomers at contact (i.e. r = σ > 2L). From the multipole expansion, the interaction energy between the multipoles of orders l 1 and l 2 for two molecules of general shape is given by [53] U l1l2 = A l1l2 n1,n2
where l = l 1 +l 2 and A l1l2 is a numerical constant, Q ln the components of multipoles in the body-fixed frame, C(l 1 l 2 l; m 1 m 2 m) the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, D l mn are the rotation matrices, the Euler angles ω a ≡ (φ a θ a χ a ) define the orientation of molecule a and ω ≡r.
The first contribution to interaction energy is given by the total dipole-total dipole interaction and it is given by
where X α , Y α ≡ R α or S α . This contribution is not discriminatory between enantiomers (see Eq. (4)) and it is the longest ranged interaction between two chiral dipolar hard spheres. Therefore, many of the properties of this model will coincide with the properties of dipolar hard sphere systems that have been extensively studied by Jean-Jacques Weis in the last decade [51, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72] . The discriminatory interaction between enantiomers (Chirodiastaltic interaction [30] ), may be defined by the difference ∆U (LU ) = U (R α , R α ) − U (R α , S α ) (where LU stands for Like − U nlike), we note also ∆U
as the contribution of multipoles of orders l 1 and l 2 to the discriminatory chirodiastaltic interaction. In the following, we choose the molecule at origin to be an R α enantiomer and all coordinates of vectors and positions are given in its moleculefixed local frame given by Eq.(3) -this is equivalent to choose ω 1 ≡ (000) in Eq. (17) . From equation (15), we have ∆U (LU ) l1l2 = 0 only if l 2 even, thus, the first non zero contribution to ∆U (LU ) is given by the dipole-quadrupole interaction (l 1 = 1, l 2 = 2) and after some algebra, it comes
with where ω 2 ≡ (φ 2 θ 2 χ 2 ) and ω = (φθ) are respectively the orientations of the second enantiomer and of the bond vectorr in the molecule-fixed local frame of the first enantiomer.
The quadrupole-quadrupole interaction contributes also to ∆U (LU ) ; ∆U (LU ) 22 may be written as
with the functions f 22 and f 21 describing the dependence of ∆U
on the model parameters ; these two functions are given by
In Figs.4 (a,b) , we represent these two functions versus the chiral parameter χ and, in Figs.4 (c,d) as functions of α. The functions A and B depend on orientations ω 2 and ω. More precisely, we have
A 2 = sin 2 θ (7 cos 2 θ − 1) sin 2φ sin 2 θ 2 sin 2χ 2
and
Obviously, if the distance between two enantiomers is too small the multipole expansion ceases to be accurate, however, the interaction energy between enantiomers may still be computed by summing all dipole-dipole interactions. The total interaction energy between two enantiomers a and b has thus to be written as Average energy over the orientationû b of enantiomers Y and location φm of the orientation ofû b , for which the minimun energy is reached, when Y ≡ Rα for configurations given by Fig.5 (a) at contact z = σ. where E (ia,jb) denotes the interaction energy between the dipole i of enantiomer a with dipole j of enantiomer b ; it is given by
and the distance vectors between point dipoles are
Even for simple relative configurations, as the ones shown on Fig.5(a-b) , the total interaction energy between two enantiomers is a bit complicated when computed by summing all dipole-dipole interactions. For instance, the interaction energy between two R α enantiomers in a configuration given by Fig.5(a) is
where cos φ =û a .û b and (χ * , P * , r * ) given by Eq.(16). The chirodiastaltic interaction between enantiomers R α and S α , computed by summing the four dipole-dipole interaction energies, for the configuration given on Fig.5(a) is
χ * 2 P * 2 (sin 2 φ + 2 − 2 cos φ) 
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For | z |≫ L, a Taylor expansion of Eq. (29) gives
where we have set φ = φ 2 + χ 2 in Eqs. (23) (24) to obtain ∆U (LU ) 22
. Substracting Eq.(30) from Eq.(29), may allow to check the degree of accuracy of the multipole expansion for the configuration of Fig.5 (a) . On Figs.6, we represent interaction energies for enantiomers in the colinear aligned total dipole moment configuration (Fig.5-a) . These energies have been computed by summing all dipole interactions between the two enantiomers. To allow simple comparison between interaction energies, for different values of α, we have substracted to all curves the average, over the orientationû b , of the interaction energy. For all λ, a minimum in the interaction energy between two different enantiomers is always obtained for φ = 0 (û a andû b parallel) ; the anti-parallel configuration of molecular axisû a andû b (φ = π) is a relative minimum for the interaction energy for all λ < 1 (see Fig.6 (b-d) -if λ = 1, the configurations for φ = 0 and φ = π have the same energy) ; one should note also that these minima are relative, because the configurations like in Fig.5 (a) do not permit to reach the smallest distance between two point dipoles. The minimum interaction energy between two enantiomers of same kind is not obtained for parallel or anti-parallel configurations of the molecular axis. The value φ m of the angle for which a minimum interaction energy is obtained, depends on parameters λ and α (see Fig.6(a-c)) , several values are given in Table 1 ; average values of < E XY > φ are also reported in this Table. Therefore, in homochiral systems (systems that are composed with exclusively one enantiomer) with a large enough total dipole moment and in thermodynamical conditions where dipolar systems form chains [56, 58] , we may observe formation of chains too, and the molecular axis of the enantiomers may have helical arrangement. Addition of chiral enantiomers in the system will reduce the range of the helical arrangement in the chains. For λ = 1, the minimum at φ = φ m has the same value than the one found at φ = φ m − π, therefore right and left-handed helical arrangement of the molecular axis in the chains will compete in homochiral systems. For the configuration given in Fig.5(b) and for r ≫ L (θ = π/2 and θ 2 = π), the multipole-multipole chirodiastaltic interaction is found as enantiomers R α and S α . The coupling between φ and φ 2 renders quite complicated the energy landscape of antiparallel configurations. The relative minima for antiparallel configurations (Fig.5-b) are smaller than the minima found for colinear configurations (Fig.5-a) , therefore the colinear and antiparallel configurations are in drastic competition by comparison to dipolar hard sphere systems. For two identical enantiomers, when φ = nπ/2 (with n = −1, 0, 1 or 2), the location of minimum interaction energies are independent on α. For instance, if φ = 0, the relative minima for two R α enantiomers are always obtained for φ 2 = 0 or π ; if λ = 1, these two minima have the same value, but if λ < 1 the two minima are not equivalent and their value dependent on α. On Fig.9 , we give the value of the minimum energy for φ = 0 and φ 2 = 0 or π for λ = 0.75 and 0.5 ; as shown on this figure for values of α > α m (λ) the configuration φ 2 = π is more stable than the configuration φ 2 = 0. The amplitude of variation of interaction energies with φ 2 are larger for antiparallel configurations than variation with φ for aligned colinear configurations. The locations of relative minimum interaction energies between enantiomers R α and S α depend not only on φ and φ 2 , but also on α. For instance on Fig.7(b) (φ = 0) and for α = 5π/12 (75 o ), we found four different minima located at φ 2 ≃ ±141 o and ±39 o . The computations of interaction energies between two chiral dipolar hard spheres show that a lot of different configurations may be in competition, even for simple configurations as the ones shown on Figs.5. In the next section, we give some preliminary results obtained with Monte Carlo simulations for several cases.
Preliminary Monte Carlo results
As shown in the previous section, interaction energies between two enantiomers as function of their relative orientation may have a lot of relative minima ; therefore, despite the apparent simplicity of the model, the thermodynamical properties chiral dipolar hard sphere systems are quite complicated. In particular, because the energy landscape of the interaction between two enantiomers shows large variations, one may predict that frustration phenomena will play an important role in phases at low densities, low temperatures and also in solid phases. We define the reduced quantities as follow : for volume of the simulation box V * = V /σ 3 , density ρ * = ρσ 3 = N σ 3 /V , pressure p * = pσ 2 /kT and dipole moment µ * = (µ/kT σ 3 ) 1/2 . For a given model of enantiomer, defined by (λ, α) and L, the reduced total dipole moment P * of the molecule is related to µ * according to Eq. (4) . In all computations, we have chosen L * = L/σ = 1/4 as in the numerical computations done in the previous section (see . At the end of this section, a short discussion on the influence of L on structures is presented ; this influence is illustrated on two cases : L * = 0.025 and L * = 0.425. For notational convenience the asterisks will be drop in the following.
Mixtures of enantiomers R α -HS and S α -HS are also of interest, we define densities ρ R = N R /V and ρ S = N S /V respectively for enantiomers R α -HS and S α -HS and the ratio X = ρ S /ρ R = N S /N R . The ratio X is related to the enantiomeric excess (ee) in enantiomer R α -HS by ee = 1 − X. In the following, we have considered only two mixtures of enantiomers : homochiral R α systems (X = 0) and racemic R α -S α systems (X = 1). Monte Carlo simulations have been performed in canonical (N V T ) and isobaric (N P T ) ensembles with system size N = N R + N S = 512 or 1000. Periodic boundary conditions are used and dipolar interaction energies between two enantiomers is computed with Eqs. (25) (26) (27) where long ranged contributions are taken into account by using the Ewald method [51] . From a technical point of view, as a consequence of the numerous number of relative minima in interaction energies, the convergence of the Monte Carlo algorithm and the sampling of the phase space will require a large number of MC cycles (one MC cycle corresponds, on average, to one trial move per particle for N V T simulations ; for N P T simulation, an additional trial move of the volme of the box is done every MC-cycle). For most results presented in this section, between 5 × 10 4 and 10 5 MC cycles have been achieved for the relaxation and convergence from an initial condition and averages have been accumulated over about 10 5 and 2 × 10 5 MC cycles, respectively for systems with 1000 and 512 particles. Periodic boundary conditions are used and interaction energies are computed with the Ewald method [51] by summing all dipole-dipole interactions between enantiomers. The average energy U is computed as
where E (a,b) is the interaction energy between enantiomers a and b Eqs. (25) (26) (27) and < . > is the average of the MC sampling. Some computation have been done with an external electric field E 0 = E 0êz , the energy in the external field is computed as Possible orientational order can be established by computing the eigenvalues of the tensor wherex i α is the cartesian component of a unit vectorx of molecule i. The largest eigenvalue S + of Q αβ is used as an order parameter for the isotropic-nematic phase transition in liquid crystals. It is also worthwhile to note that if, all unit vectorsx are perpendicular to a given fixed direction then, the eigenvalues are S + = S 0 = 1/4 and S − = −1/2. In the present work, we have restricted the computation of Q αβ Table 3 . Preliminary results for Monte-Carlo computations in the isobaric (N P T ) ensemble of homochiral-Rα systems. These computations are performed with N = 1000, µ = 0.5, α = 60 o and λ = 1.0. Notations are the same as in Table 2 , p is the reduced pressure and < ρ > is the average value of the density. for the molecular axisû of enantiomers.
To study the structure of the systems we have computed the angular projections on rotational invariants of the molecular pair distribution function [59, 61, 73, 74] ; in the present work, we have computed only g 000 (r), h 110 (r) and h 112 (r) for two sets of points and vectors. The first set is the molecule center and the orientation of the total dipole moment : (O,P ) ; the second set is the site O 1 and the orientation of the dipole µ 1 : (O 1 ,μ 1 ). To study the influence of the chirodiastaltic interaction on structure of mixtures of both enantiomers, it will be necessary to compute projections of the pair distribution functions on rotational invariants of higher order since the discriminatory interaction involves dipole-quadrupole interactions. Table 2 , summarizes average energies and eigenvalues of Q αβ Eq.(34) for homochiral-R α and racemic systems in external electric field E = Eẑ (E = 10), for several values of α and λ. On Table 3 , we report some preliminary results of Monte-Carlo computations in the isobaric (N P T ) ensemble of homochiral-R α systems and on Fig.10 , we show g 000 (r) obtained with these computations.
On Fig.11 , we give few snapshots of homochiral-R α and racemic systems in an external field. The results reported on table 2 show that energies and the nematic order parameters for the molecular axis are almost independent on the composition of systems. The eigenvalues S + , S 0 and S − show that on average the molecular axis of enantiomers are perpendicular to the direction of the electric field, this results is quite obvious since the total dipole moment, as defined in Eqs. (3, 4) , is perpendicular to the molecular axis this tendency decreases as α increases, since the total dipole moment decreases. As shown on the snapshots in Fig.(11) , if α 60 o molecules tend to condense in a large columnar cluster, for both homochiral-R α and racemic systems in an external electric field (cf. Fig.11 (a-d)) ; if α 70 o the columnar cluster does not form (cf. Fig.11 (e-f) ). There are at least two facts that may help to understand qualitatively the disappearance of the columnar clusters as α increases, while λ and µ are fixed. First, as α increases, the total dipole of each molecule decreases and thus formations of chains in the direction of the external field is less favoured. Second, for large enough α, configurations with two dipoles belonging to two different molecules may be more easily found, on average, in an antiparallel configuration in a plane perpendicular to the field, while the total dipole of both molecules can still be parallel to the field. At present, it is not clear how the columnar clusters form and which mecanism favour their formation ; further investigations are needed to be conclusive. Homochiral-R α and racemic R α -S α systems in an external electric field exhibit the same properties, however, a close inspection of the snapshots of Fig.11 (a-d) shows that the internal structure of the columnar clusters is not the same in homochiral and racemic systems. In homochiral systems, the molecules in the columnar cluster have an helical arrangement (in agreement with the results shown on Fig.6 ) ; in racemic systems, these helical arrangement in the columnar clusters are less marked because of the Like-Unlike interactions. To obtain more quantitative descriptions of the internal structure of the columnar clusters, some particular order parameters and distribution functions have to be defined. If there is no external electric field, columnar clusters are not formed instead some complicated structures are formed at low density and large enough µ ; this has occured for all values of α that have been considered in these prelyminary results. On Fig.12 , snapshots of homochiral-R α and racemic R α -S α systems are represented, for these systems α = 120 o and no external electric fileds are applied. Again, in these computations homochiral and racemic systems behave very similarly, however, an inspection of the pair distribution functions show that there is small differences between pair distributions functions for Like-Like pairs of molecules and those for Like-Unlike pairs (see for instance Fig.13 ). The comparison between pair distribution functions computed for λ = 1.0 and 0.75 shows that this parameter have an important influence on the local structure (cf. Fig.13 ). In particular, when λ = 1.0, interactions between the dipoles µ 1 of two enantiomers are favoured and so an asymmetric arrangement of the molecular axis. There are three important parameters in this chiral model : λ, α and L. So far in this section in the simulations reported (and also in numerical computations done in subsection 2.2), we have set always L/σ = 1/4 and showed how energy minima and structures depend on λ and α. They will depend also on the ratio L/σ : for instance, if L/σ is small, chains with colinear aligned total dipole moment will be favoured, while, if L/σ is close to 1, structures with colinear aligned molecular axis will be favoured, this behaviour is illustrated on Fig.14. 
Perspectives
A full determination of the structures and clusters at low densities and temperatures will require a larger sampling of the phase space ; this can be achieved with longer runs and by implementing trial cluster moves [75, 76, 77] . Nematic and helical-cholesteric order parameter and also the bond orientational order parameters [78] will be useful to investigate the properties of structure at low density as function of the enantiomeric excess and model parameters, homochiral systems have interest by themselves. Same order parameters and simulations in the isobaric ensemble (N P T ) will serve to study the crystal phases of homochiral systems and also as functions of ee. Works and computations in these directions are already in progress.
Another chiral model may be defined from the computation of the multipole moments done in section 2, and in agreement with earlier studies on chiral discrimination due to multipole-multipole interactions [3, 44, 45] . According to Eqs. (4,7) , the three components, Q 10 , Q 21 and Q 22 are independent, thus an hard sphere model with dipole-dipole, dipole-quadrupole and quadrupole-quadrupole interactions [79, 80] can be built by using these three multipole components as parameter for the model instead of (λ, α, L). Such model will be slightly different from the bi-dipolar hard sphere model (and also from the four charges model), since higher order multipole-multipole interactions will not be taken into account in this model. Such systems has not been studied in the present work. With the bidipolar model, one may easily build a model of chiral liquid crystal by changing the short ranged steric repulsion by replacing the hard sphere potential by a spherocylinder [81, 82] or ellipsoid hard potential [83, 84] , or even by a soft Gay-Berne potential [85, 86] . For these chiral liquid crystal models with two dipoles, all the results of section 2 hold and in particular : the computations of the multipole components and interaction energies between to enantiomers. The modifications of the phase diagram of these systems with the introduction of these chirodiastaltic interactions can be of particular interest for the physics of liquid crystals.
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Where P is the total dipole in Ω given by
This result is exactly the same as the one obtained for a charge distribution ρ(r) with the total dipole defined by The relations between spherical and cartesian components are given by [53] ,
(q xx − q yy + 2iq xy ) The spherical components of the octopole moment may also be computed from Eq.(A4) ; after some algebra, we found
